
Unveiling the Epic Battle: Analyzing SMU
Offense vs. Baylor 2015 College Football Drive
Breakdowns
College football games often showcase captivating battles between offensive and
defensive powerhouses, leaving fans on the edge of their seats. One such
thrilling encounter was the 2015 showdown between SMU and Baylor, where
both teams unleashed their best strategies on the field.

In this article, we delve deep into the highly anticipated clash between SMU's
offense and Baylor's defense during this game. We break down each drive and
analyze the key plays and strategies employed by both teams. Prepare to witness
an electrifying journey through the exhilarating world of college football!

Drive Breakdowns

Drive 1: SMU Takes Charge

SMU kicked off the game with an impressive opening drive, displaying their
offensive prowess. Quarterback Nico Johnson orchestrated a flawless series of
short, accurate passes, challenging Baylor's defensive line. Wide receiver James
Proche played a vital role, hauling in multiple receptions to move the chains.
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The highlight of this drive was a perfectly executed play-action pass, fooling
Baylor's linebackers and allowing Johnson to find an open receiver deep
downfield. As SMU reached the red zone, running back Xavier Jones bulldozed
his way to the end zone, scoring a vital touchdown and setting the tone for an
intense battle.

Baylor's defense showed glimpses of resilience but struggled to contain SMU's
multifaceted offensive strategies. This spirited performance was only the
precursor to the high-scoring affair that would unfold.

Drive 2: Baylor Strikes Back

After SMU's initial drive, Baylor retaliated with a relentless offensive display.
Quarterback Seth Russell showcased his arm strength, firing precise passes
downfield and exploiting gaps in SMU's secondary. The resilience of Baylor's
offensive line ensured Russell had ample time in the pocket to make these crucial
throws.

Baylor's play calling became increasingly unpredictable as the drive progressed.
They incorporated a mix of run plays and quick screens to keep SMU's defense
off balance. One play, in particular, caught everyone off guard – a double reverse
flea-flicker resulting in a long bomb for a touchdown. The creativity displayed left
fans and commentators in awe.
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Although SMU's defense put up a fight, Baylor's relentless pursuit resulted in an
equalizing touchdown, setting the stage for a nail-biting contest.

Drive 3: Counterpunches and Heroic Defense

The game progressed with both teams trading blows through impressive drives.
SMU's offense, led by dynamic quarterback Johnson, responded with a series of
explosive passes. Receiver Courtland Sutton showcased his athleticism, making
acrobatic catches that left the crowd in awe.

Baylor's defense, driven by a fiery determination to shut down SMU's onslaught,
fought back. Linebackers blitzed with ferocity, disrupting SMU's passing game.
The secondary covered their receivers with precision, intercepting a critical pass
and shifting the game's momentum.

Drive 4: Lasting Impressions

As the game approached its climax, both teams threw everything they had into
their final drives. SMU engineered a carefully constructed drive, relying on an
efficient run-pass balance to keep Baylor guessing. The versatile Xavier Jones
once again dazzled with his agility and power.

However, Baylor's defense rose to the occasion, displaying grit and determination
rarely seen before. They stifled SMU's offense at a crucial fourth-down
conversion, regaining possession and preventing any further damage. This stand
showcased the resilience and perseverance exhibited by Baylor's defense.

The SMU offense against Baylor's defense in the 2015 college football battle
provided an enthralling spectacle for fans and enthusiasts. This drive breakdown
analysis illustrates the diverse strategies and captivating plays that unfolded on



the field. The game showcased the relentless spirit of both teams and redefined
the standards of college football entertainment.

The clash between SMU's offense and Baylor's defense transformed into a battle
to be remembered. It was a testament to the unpredictability and excitement that
college football brings. As fans eagerly await the next thrilling encounter, they can
reminisce about this epic showdown, cherishing the moments that made it truly
unforgettable.
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Alex Kirby breaks down a drive from the SMU Offense as they try to drive down
the field against the Baylor Defense, in an early test for both teams.

SMU Head Coach Chad Morris runs an offensive scheme nearly identical to the
one Gus Malzahn runs at Auburn, and so it's interesting to watch how he calls
plays and what he looks for from the defense, and conversely, what the defense
tries to do to stop them.
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